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As we know. the DJIA reached a closing ail-time high on August 28. at 3055.23. confirmed by a 

new high in the daily advance-decline breadth line. However. It now seems. half-way through the 
~ __ month -of-September. ~ we ·must.pause-for-one ·,ofAhe~most -persistent ·seasonal.tendencies--of .t.h<!_stock_~ 

market to run its course --- the probability of a September decline. For 93 Septembers, since 1987, 
the DJIA has been up 36 times and down 57. The average percentage decline for the month has been 
over -1.28%, which is the worst record for any month by far, 

This letter has spent the better part of the last few montha examining the trading range, which, 
until late this August. had contained the market since early February, In spite of the recent 
"September" pause In the stock market, thia move to a new high and the improvement of daily breadth 
is encouraglng_ 

Anticipating another Federal Reserve Interest-rate cut, the Interest-sensitive sector of the 
stock market continues to draw attention. The chart below shows the behavior of daily breadth in a 
different manner from the traditional total Issues breadth Index, and enables us to examine this 
Important seEment of the market. 
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The NYSE, for some Sixty years. has recorded the advances. declines, and unchanged of all issues 
traded. More recently, breadth figures have become available for common stocks only, This new 
series constructed as a breadth index (advances - declines divided by total issues traded) is shown 
in the middle third of the chart above. As expected, this common stock index behaves in a similar 
manner to that of the traditional total issue breadth index. By subtracting common stock issues 
from total issues traded, we are also able to develop a preferred stock breadth index. representing 
over one-quarter of the total issues traded. This interest-sensitive index is shown above in the 
upper third of the chart. Both of these breadth indexes are compared to the DJIA in the lower third 
of the chart from the August, 1982. low to date. 

A classical breadth divergence can be pointed out on the chart above where the common stock 
,breadth ,index_spent_most.oCthe.second_half of _1983_declining, while the.DJIA went on to new highs 
in October. 1983. This divergence was followed by a correction, 15.39%. in the DJIA. lastmg until 
July, 1984. The preferred stock breadth index during this period, however, went to a new high, 
reflecting the ongoing strength in the interest-sensitive sector during the general market decline. 
By hIndSIght, we also know a breadth divergence occurred prior to the October, 1987 correction; 
i.e_. breadth reached a high in March. 1987 while the DJIA went on to further highs which were not 
confirmed by breadth. 

Currently, the common stock breadth index is still well below its high achieved earlier thIS 
year. On the other hand. it is interesting to note that the preferred stock index continues to move 
into new high territory. Whether or not the market remains in its present trading range. it is 
apparent the interest-sensitive sector of the market. representing a major component of the stock 
inarket, has been relatively outperforming the market. For the market to significantly break out of 
this trading range on the upside, however, improved market breadth would be needed to signal a 
change from a narrow selective leadership to a more broad based participation. 
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No statement or expression of opinion or any other matter herein contained IS, or IS 10 be deemedl0 be, directly or Indirectly. an offer orthe so\tcltatlOn of an offer to buy or sell any security referred 
to or mentioned The matter IS presented merely for the convenience of the subscriber While we beheve the sources of our Information to be reliable, we In no way represent or guarantee the 
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corporation and Its officers or employees, may now have, or may later take, posItions or trades 11'1 respect to any securilies mentIOned In thiS or any future Issue, and such pOSition may be 
different from any views now or hereafter expressed In thiS or any other Issue Delafield, Harvey, Tabelllnc, which IS registered wrth the SEC as an Investment advisor, may give adVice to rts 
Investment adVISOry and other customers Independently of any statements made In thiS or In any erther ISsue Further InformatIOn on any security menlloned herein IS avallabte on request 


